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the one and only ivan - the one and only ivan the book the real ivan the author order contact appearances 2014 katherine applegate website by jake matesjake mates, amazon com the one and only ivan 9780061992254 katherine - the one and only ivan was hailed as a best book of the year by kirkus school library journal and amazon demonstrating it is a true classic in the making, the one and only ivan wikipedia - the one and only ivan is a children's novel written by k a applegate and illustrated by patricia castelao the book is about a silverback gorilla named ivan who lived in a cage at a mall, the one and only ivan by katherine applegate goodreads - the one and only ivan is a children's novel written by katherine applegate and illustrated by patricia castelao the book is about a silverback gorilla named ivan who lives in a cage at a mall the novel is written in first person from the point of view of ivan a silverback gorilla, the one and only ivan imdb - the one and only ivan animation comedy family a gorilla named ivan tries to piece together his past with the help of an elephant named stella as they hatch a plan to escape from captivity, amazon com the one and only ivan 9780061992278 katherine - such is the case with the one and only ivan written by the author katherine applegate previously unknown to me and now a favorite at the risk of sounding overly effusive this book is heartwarming soul touching totally engaging while not being at all overly sentimental, the one and only ivan book review common sense media - on a scale of 1 10 i would certainly give the one and only ivan a 9 9 it is a great story of an animal's life and tells what might happen when a g continue reading, the one and only ivan official book trailer - ivan is an easygoing gorilla living at the exit 8 big top mall and video arcade he has grown accustomed to humans watching him through the glass walls of his domain, the one and only ivan summary supersummary - the one and only ivan by katherine applegate is an illustrated children's novel about a silverback gorilla named ivan ivan can understand humans but they cannot understand him ivan animation comedy family a gorilla named ivan tries to piece together his past with the help of an elephant named stella as they hatch a plan to escape from captivity, the one and only ivan the real ivan - the one and only ivan is a work of fiction but the inspiration for this imagined tale lies with a true story ivan a real gorilla lived at zoo atlanta but on the